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Quick Guide: Creating objectives for your direct reports 
 

 

Step 1: Go to the Objectives tab and then select a direct report in the sidebar: 

 

 
 

 

 

Step 2: Click on the                                  button at the bottom of the page to create a Draft objective 

 

 

Step 3: Fill in the details of the objective 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 4 Click                         to propose the objective to your direct so they can agree it.  

 

Note, once you have proposed the objective, you don’t have to wait for your direct report to agree it. 

You will have the option to agree it too, which you may want to do if you have already agreed the 

objective in a meeting for example.  

 

 

 

If your direct report has already proposed objectives of their own, you will need to agree them. 

 

 

 

 

Speed Tips: 

New objective 

Give the objective 

a title 

Change the due 

date if needed 

Describe what 

successful delivery 

would look like 

Describe the 

objective in full 

Propose 
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Give the same objective to more than one direct report: 

Rather that entering the same objective multiple times, you can write it once, then give it to multiple 

direct reports in one go. To do this, rather than selecting a particular direct report in the Objectives 

sidebar, click on “Direct Reports” 

 

 
 

 

“Cascade” one of your own objectives:  

If your manager has set you an objective that your team will be involved in delivering, you can 

“Cascade” your objective into your team. Use this feature to help you create objectives for your team 

members from one of your own objectives. 

 

 
 

To do this, first open one of your own objectives, then click the                          button. 

 

This will pop-up a window that will allow you to create draft objectives for your team members. For 

each new objective you create, you can add a title, and assign it to a team member.  To create additional 

objectives, click on the “Add new linked objective” button in the pop-up. 

 

 

New from previous: 

If your direct report had objectives in a previous review period, you will see  

 

Click that to create new objectives based on old ones. This is particularly useful if your direct report has 

repetitious objectives, or ones that are very similar to last time as it saves you having to type all the 

details in again.  

 

 

Mass Action Buttons: 

When looking at a direct report’s objectives, or looking at all of your team’s objectives (by  

 

selecting “Direct reports” in the sidebar, you will see                             and              

 

buttons in at the bottom of the screen. These buttons will propose or agree all objectives on the screen 

and save you having to do them one at a time. 

 

  

Then use the                                             button to create 

an objective to give to multiple team members 

New team objective 

Cascade 

Propose all Agree all 

New from previous 
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FAQ: 
  

What happens when I cascade? 

When you use the cascade feature (as described on the previous page) you are creating new, draft objectives for 

your team members ready to be proposed. These new objectives are connected to yours in the cascade 

automatically. It’s simply a way to start creating objectives for your team members whilst thinking about the 

objective you have as the manager of that team as a ‘seed’ idea.  

 

 

What happens when I delegate? 

The direct report you delegate one of your objectives to will get a carbon copy of that objective. You both then 

have the same objective, but they are independent of each other. So, if you edit your objective or your DR’s 

version, they will become different.  

 

 

What happens if my employee makes a change after I have approved? 

You will get an email to tell you that they edited the objective.  

 

 

What happens if I want to change an objective my employee has proposed to me? 

You just edit it like any other objective. The other person will get a mail to tell them that you edited it, but they 

still will not be able to agree to it. Only you can agree an objective that your direct report proposed to you, even 

if you edit it. 


